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The AMC is a thriving, world-class
industrial hub of economic activity.

A decade of success
Over the past 10 years, the Australian Marine Complex has been a significant
State Government-owned asset for Western Australia, generating $1.75 billion
in economic value and creating 26,700 local jobs.
The AMC was established as a world-class centre of
excellence for manufacturing, fabrication, assembly,
maintenance and technology activities servicing the
marine, defence, oil and gas, and resources industries.
From the time it opened in 2003, it has grown from
strength to strength to establish international recognition
as the southern hemisphere’s premier integrated marine
industrial facility.
One of the most unique and impressive aspects is the
AMC Common User Facility (AMC-CUF), a multi-purpose
fabrication, assembly and load-out facility. It provides
vital infrastructure to accommodate projects of all sizes
and enhances the capacity of WA-based companies.

The AMC’s common use infrastructure, together with its
waterfront location, access to a high wide load network,
and complementary clusters of suppliers and service
providers, enables the seamless delivery of major
projects on a grand scale.
The complex today is a buzzing hive of activity –
showcasing the capability of local businesses, creating
work opportunities and attracting investment into the
State. It continues to grow and evolve to meet demand
and the ever-changing needs of industry.
This year, the AMC celebrates a decade of achievements
and now looks towards hosting more projects, reaching
new milestones and realising even greater success in the
years to come.

Minister’s foreword
With 2014 well underway, I am
looking forward to what this
year will bring in and around
the Australian Marine Complex
(AMC). I am particularly pleased
to be able to celebrate a special
milestone this year – the AMC’s
10th anniversary – a decade of
growth, of achievements and
of success.
Our status as the nation’s
premier resources and
energy state has brought us
many opportunities. These
opportunities to secure major projects for Western
Australia could have been lost interstate or overseas
if not for the unique, common user infrastructure
available at the AMC.
It is through various services and infrastructure at the
AMC Common User Facility (AMC-CUF) that major
manufacturing, fabrication, assembly and maintenance
contracts can be won and undertaken here in WA.
Equally, the facility has given locally based companies
the ability to diversify and take on large-scale projects
without physically expanding their commercial
premises.
When the State Government developed the AMC in
2003, it is unlikely to have predicted the significant
contribution it has made to the WA economy. Over
the past 10 years, the complex has delivered some
$1.75 billion in economic benefit to the State; created
26,700 jobs; enabled 373 major projects to be completed
locally; and assisted WA-based companies to win
more work.

In this edition, you will find a brief overview of the
AMC. As we reflect on the historic projects undertaken,
the key milestones reached and the global, top-shelf
companies that the AMC-CUF has attracted, it is
important to appreciate the role the AMC is playing in
helping to build a strong future for our State.
The Australasian Oil and Gas Exhibition and Conference
(AOG) had yet another successful year. The event is a
platform to bring global oil and gas companies and
representatives together to share ideas and innovations,
build relationships and learn more about suppliers
available to the oil and gas marketplace.
A first at the 2014 AOG event was the Australian
Industry Zone, a joint initiative of the WA Department of
Commerce, the Commonwealth Department of Industry
and Diversified Exhibitions Australia. It was an area
dedicated to promoting more than a dozen Australian
and WA-based oil and gas industry suppliers.
I was pleased to deliver a keynote speech at the AOG
Official Dinner and to see this important event showcase
Australian industry, highlighting the capabilities and
competitiveness of our local companies.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish all AMC
stakeholders a busy and prosperous 2014 – may we
continue to work together towards our shared goals
and vision for success.

The Hon Michael Mischin MLC
Minister for Commerce

Global seal of approval for AMC
The independent facility manager at the State
Government-owned Australian Marine Complex
Common User Facility (AMC-CUF), AMC Management
(WA) Pty Ltd, achieved ISO 9001 Quality Management
Systems accreditation in December 2013.
The accreditation process included the audit of AMC
Management’s systems and processes, including
contracting and user agreements, communications,
document control, and procurement.
AMC Management General Manager Jonathan Smith
said the certification demonstrated the company’s
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commitment to providing world-class services for
managing the facility and operating the AMC Floating
Dock.
“Having an internationally recognised accreditation
provides existing and potential clients with a level of
confidence in the quality, efficiency and reliability of
our services,” Mr Smith said.
“Our management systems are designed to
accommodate the needs of our clients from around
the world undertaking major projects at the AMC-CUF
across the marine, defence, oil and gas, and resources
industries.”

The AMC story
Ideas to capitalise on the natural
strengths and industrial potential of
Western Australia go as far back as
the late 1980s. Today, the Australian
Marine Complex (AMC) is a strategic
gem for local industry, innovation
and achievement.

AMC precincts and facilities
The AMC consists of a number of specialised areas
– four precincts and two facilities – that cluster
complementary suppliers servicing the marine, defence,
oil and gas, and resources industries.

1. Maritime Precinct
• Marine logistics, vessel repair and maintenance,
shipbuilding and offshore construction support
services.
• Includes Marine Support Facility.

2. Technology Precinct
• Innovation, entrepreneurship and growth activities
for marine, defence, oil and gas, and resources
technology industries.
• Includes AMC Jakovich Centre business and
function venue, and Australian Centre for Energy
and Process Training (ACEPT).

3. Marine Support Facility
• Marine repair, refit and modernisation activities.
• Dry-berth support.
• 8,065 tonne capacity ship-lift.

4. Support Industry Precinct
• Co-location of specialist marine, defence, mining,
oil and gas, and engineering businesses.
The AMC has matured into a centre for excellence
in manufacturing, fabrication, assembly, technology,
repair and maintenance.

Early years 2002-2005
Commonwealth funding of $80 million, together with
funding of $120 million from the WA Government,
initiated the development of the AMC.
This strategic infrastructure aimed to capitalise on
the growing potential in the marine, defence, mining,
and oil and gas industries by enabling the delivery of
major engineering projects within the State.
Concept to reality 2006-2008
The State Government, seeing the potential of
the AMC, injects a further $170 million to provide
industry with the means to grow their capability.
This investment provides a technologically advanced
AMC Floating Dock, the Self Propelled Modular
Transporters and extends the Eastern Wharf.

5. AMC Common User Facility (AMC-CUF)
• Infrastructure for investment attraction, economic
development and delivery of major projects.
• Protected deep water harbour and five load-out
wharves.
• 99 metre by 53 metre AMC Floating Dock with
lifting capacity of 12,000 tonnes.
• 4,500 tonne capacity Self Propelled Modular
Transporter.
• Fabrication hall and 50 hectares sealed, serviced
laydown and assembly area.

6. Fabrication Precinct
• Infrastructure and facilities to deliver major
fabrication and assembly projects.
• Includes AMC-CUF and Subsea Cluster.

Building on success 2009-2010
Improvements open up and extend the viability of
the complex through sustainable investment in
partnership with industry, delivering Chevron’s
quarantine base and the $35 million service and
supply wharf. The AMC Floating Dock is commissioned
with enhanced lifting capability for the defence and
marine industries.
Sustainable growth 2011-2013
Over 150 companies have invested and established
their business in the Support Precinct. These
companies benefit from the strategic location and,
in turn, facilitate the commercial success of the AMC.
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Ten years in review –
AMC projects and milestones
Over the past decade, the Australian Marine Complex Common User Facility
(AMC-CUF) has hosted major projects for global clients and achieved
a multitude of milestones.
The AMC is home to many Western Australian
businesses and a number of international companies
have strategically established a presence at the
complex. These organisations play an important role
in the AMC’s ongoing success.

2003

The AMC opens for business

The complex is constantly evolving to meet the everchanging needs of industry to encourage investment
attraction and provide opportunities for local suppliers
for another decade and long into the future.

2006

2004

$170 million naval defence support
upgrade: 12,000 tonne lift with 4,500 tonne
shore transfer and 16,000 tonne lift

Two cryogenic nitrogen tanks were fabricated,
assembled and hydro tested at the AMC-CUF, ready
for delivery to HiSmelt in Kwinana. At three metres
in diameter, 22 metres long and with a capacity of
245,000 litres, the tanks were the largest to be built in
Western Australia.

Project: ENI Australia –
Blacktip Wellhead Platform
Company: Ausclad Group of Companies
(AGC)

Project: Air Liquide – Cryogenic Tanks
Company: Cryeng Pty Ltd

2008

Using the AMC Main Fabrication Hall, the multimillion dollar wellhead platform and onshore
condensate tanks were on their way to Blacktip Gas
Field in Northern Territory’s Bonaparte Gulf in a
mere 15 months. The 2,800 tonnes of works included
material procurement, supply, fabrication, assembly
and construction of an unmanned wellhead gas
topside platform.

2005

The AMC wins the Premier’s Award for
Excellence
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2009

$35 million Chevron service and supply
wharf
Project: Western Australian Government
– AMC Floating Dock
Company: Strategic Marine Pty Ltd
Commissioned by the State Government, the
$60 million AMC Floating Dock was the world’s most
technically advanced floating dock and transfer
system. The purpose-built floating dock – 53 metres
wide and 99 metres long – is capable of lifting vessels
weighing up to 12,000 tonnes out of the water. It
has been used to lift Royal Australian Navy ANZAC
Class frigates and submarines, superyachts, service
and supply vessels, and other large infrastructure
fabricated and assembled at the AMC-CUF.

2012

Project: Royal Australian Navy –
ANZAC Class Frigates
Company: UGL Limited
The AMC Floating Dock, Self Propelled Modular
Transporters and hard stand, teamed with UGL’s
cradle enabled the successful dry docking of HMAS
Toowoomba – a first for the AMC.

Project: Royal Family of Dubai –
Superyacht MY Smeralda
Company: Hanseatic Marine

2011

The luxury superyacht MY Smeralda was the longest
aluminium yacht in the world. More than 550,000 man
hours were spent building Smeralda at Hanseatic
Marine’s state-of-the-art facilities within the AMC.
The AMC Floating Dock was used to launch the
77 metre superyacht.

Project: Gorgon LNG Project –
Concrete Caissons
Company: Saipem Leighton Consortium
Employing up to 400 skilled local workers, 130,000
square metres of land was needed to build 56 concrete
caissons, each weighing 3,000 tonnes. The caissons
were transported to WA’s Barrow Island to create a
2.1 kilometre LNG export wharf.

Photo courtesy of Hanseatic Marine.

2014

AMC: a thriving hub of industrial
economic activity celebrates 10 years
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AMC on show at Australia’s
premier oil and gas expo

AMC at Australia’s largest oil and gas event.
AMC Management General Manager Jonathan Smith and
Department of Commerce Manager Paul Mercer.
AMC Management General Manager Jonathan Smith and
Department of Commerce General Manager John O’Hare.

Zone zeroes in on local industry
capability
The first-ever Australian Industry Zone was
introduced this year at the 2014 Australasian Oil
and Gas Exhibition and Conference (AOG) in a joint
initiative between the WA Department of Commerce,
the Commonwealth Department of Industry, and
event organisers Diversified Exhibitions Australia.
AOG Event Director Bill Hare said the event had
partnered with government to showcase Australian
oil and gas industry suppliers.
“The small to medium enterprises in this zone
benefited from being a part of a larger group of
leading oil and gas manufacturers, services and
supply companies through exposure to international
delegates and over 15,000 attendees,” Mr Hare said.

The Australian Industry Zone at AOG
showcased the strength of local
companies supplying to the oil and
gas marketplace.
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Strategically
located next to
the Australian
Marine Complex
stand, the Zone
was a dedicated
area of the main
exhibition clustering
more than a dozen
Australian and WAbased companies
to highlight the
capabilities and
competitiveness of
local industry.

The 2014 Australasian Oil and Gas Exhibition and
Conference (AOG) held its biggest event ever and
attracted a record number of visitors – bringing together
more than 550 exhibitors from across 20 countries – as
the first major industry event of the international oil and
gas calendar.
The Australian Marine Complex was prominently
on show at the exhibition. Representatives from the
Department of Commerce and AMC Common User
Facility (AMC-CUF) managers AMC Management (WA)
Pty Ltd were on hand to deal with interest and enquiries.
Additionally, the Department and AMC Management
were heavily involved in the AOG Conference which
merged with the Subsea Australasia Conference this
year.
Department of Commerce General Manager John
O’Hare said there was continued, high-level interest in
the AMC evidenced by the number of local and overseas
companies visiting the stand.
“It is pleasing to see that the oil and gas marketplace
recognises the unique advantages of using the State
Government-owned infrastructure at the AMC-CUF in
delivering large-scale projects,” Mr O’Hare said.
“I was also pleased to have had the opportunity to
present to more than 100 international delegates about
the capabilities of the AMC-CUF at the event’s State
Government briefing.
“We will continue to work closely with the event
organisers to maximise visibility for the AMC and local
industry.”
AOG returns to the Perth Convention and Exhibition
Centre in 2015 from 11-13 March.
For more information, visit www.aogexpo.com.au

Big move for AMC’s big shed
The Main Fabrication Hall within the Australian Marine Complex
Common User Facility (AMC-CUF) is a massive piece of
infrastructure with a difference – it has the ability to move.
The flexible characteristics of the AMC-CUF have
been demonstrated again. This the time the landmark
fabrication hall – 80 metres long, 60 metres wide, 45
metres tall, and with a footprint of 5,000 square metres
– moved to accommodate a major subsea spool project.
The hall, commonly referred to as the ‘Big Shed’,
was specifically designed as moveable and capable of
shifting up to 80 metres – forwards or backwards – on
rails to suit a client’s project requirements.
In November 2013, the Big Shed was moved to provide
space for major subsea spool works for the Gorgon LNG
Project. This included accommodating a 1,600 tonne
crawler crane, mobilised at right angles to the adjacent
wharf, to track spools for load-out onto barges.
An important State Government-owned, common user
infrastructure, the Big Shed offers a fully protected area
for major module assembly and a 200 tonne portal crane
with two auxiliary cranes. It houses dedicated project
offices and other amenities to allow clients to operate
onsite.
The Big Shed is used extensively for large-scale
fabrication and assembly projects for high-profile clients
from the mining, oil and gas, and other industries.

The AMC’s Main Fabrication Hall is
uniquely designed as a moveable
facility to accommodate a range of
project requirements.

To view a timelapse video of the AMC Main
Fabrication Hall’s big move or to find out more,
visit www.australianmarinecomplex.com.au

New course tackles
worldwide maritime problem
Challenger Institute of Technology
has teamed with the Department of
Fisheries WA to deliver one of the
world’s first biofouling inspection
course this year.
The Certificate IV in Biofouling Inspection is presented
in three full-time education clusters, making up seven
weeks of full-time learning over a year.
Specifically designed to set consistent standards in
marine biosecurity management, the course fills the
industry void for biofouling services across Australia.
Challenger Institute Marine and Logistics Program
Manager Kevin Evans said the course builds upon
existing qualifications or experience to equip students
with the knowledge to reduce the risk of marine pest
incursion via vessels.
“Successful completion of this course will be a
significant step towards providing personnel who
will carry out inspections on a huge array of vessels
in the shipping, recreational and fishing industries,”
Mr Evans said.

Biofouling
• Marine equipment biofouling is one of the world’s
greatest challenges to marine engineers.
• Invasive marine life, like colony based shelled
animals and various types of plants and algae,
accumulate and smother marine equipment and
infrastructure, weighing it down and causing
substantial damage.
• Biofouling substantially affects marine associated
equipment and causes devastating environmental
damage.
• Maintaining and replacing underwater equipment
for optimum functioning has an enormous
financial impost on all marine associated
industries.
• Fuel consumption can increase up to 40 per cent
on vessels with infestation.
• Up to 75 per cent of introduced marine species
immigrate via biofouling on shipping, causing
significant harm to Australia’s sensitive
environments.
• Tackling the environmental impact is costly for
governments worldwide.
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A shared vision for success
Four key collaborators – who have influenced and championed the
Australian Marine Complex (AMC) and its Common User Facility (CUF) –
reminisce and share their AMC experiences.
Mike Bailey

access regime to the
facility.
• The highly professional
I am currently
teams working together
Director
for the AMC make work
at AMC
a pleasure.
Management
Highlights
(WA) Pty Ltd
and have been at the AMC • First docking and
transfer of a submarine
since the day it opened in
using the AMC Floating
2003.
Dock, dredged pocket,
AMC Strengths
offload wharf and Self
• The AMC-CUF has
Propelled Modular
attracted industries due
Transporters (SPMTs).
to multi-functional use
• Mobilisation of Gorgonof its assets.
related projects to the
• The government-owned
AMC-CUF.
facility’s commercially
operated structure and
governance enables
a transparently fair

John O’Hare

party independent
management.
• The advantages of
I have been
clustering marine,
involved in
defence and resources
the AMC
industry capability
for 10 years
in the complex’s
as General
boundaries.
Manager – Marine and
Highlights
Defence, Oil and Gas,
Australian Marine Complex • Achieving $170 million
in funding for Stage 1 of
at the Department of
the AMC Floating Dock.
Commerce.
•
Creating
the AMC
AMC Strengths
brand with Professional
• The capability of the
Public Relations (PPR)
AMC’s infrastructure
Australia for the first
and its role in assisting
international mission to
local companies to win
the United States.
major project work.
• The AMC winning the
• Common use
2005 Premier’s Award
infrastructure
for Excellence.
combined with third

Richard Clark

I joined AMC
Management
(WA) Pty Ltd
in September
2003, three
months after the AMC
opened, as Business
Development Manager.
AMC Strengths
• The abundance of
laydown and assembly
areas adjacent to deep
water wharves and
access to the high wide
load corridor.
• The capability for AMCCUF users to provide
their own workforce and

John Hackett

I have spent
three years
working with
the AMC
as General
Manager – Industrial at
LandCorp.
AMC Strengths
• The AMC is recognised
as a key component
of the Western Trade
Coast.
• The complex is one of
WA’s most significant
assets to develop and
facilitate economic
growth, employment
and local content
opportunities.

equipment resulting in
lower cost deliverables.
Highlights
• Seeing the AMC boom
and grow to meet the
significant demand for
excellent facilities.
• There are some 2,000
workers daily onsite, far
exceeding the original
expectation of 250
workers a day.
• The AMC’s 45 hectare
footprint is fully utilised,
surpassing the planned
29 hectare footprint.

Highlights
• The contribution the
AMC has made to the
Chevron-operated
Gorgon Project on
Barrow Island which is
an important strategic
priority project for WA.

Promote your company in the AMC News

Contact:
Pru Ayling
Department of Commerce
Phone: +61 8 9263 8052
Email: amcnews@commerce.wa.gov.au

Disclaimer – The information contained in this publication is provided in good faith and believed to be
reliable and accurate at the time of publication. However, the information is provided on the basis that
a reader will be solely responsible for making their own assessment of the information and its veracity
and usefulness. The State shall in no way be liable, in negligence or howsoever, for any loss sustained
or incurred by anyone relying on the information, even if such information is or turns out to be wrong,
incomplete, out of date or misleading.
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The AMC News is received by more than 2,000 readers including other businesses
within the AMC, key industry representatives from many organisations, local councils
and the media. This newsletter is a great way to promote your business and the
new ventures at the AMC. In each issue we profile different companies within the
Maritime, Fabrication, Technology and Support Industry precincts as well as Common
User Facility activities.

